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The mission of our company is to address the growing gap developing between new and old working 

cultures to ensure engineering can evolve quickly, smoothly and safely into new ways of working across 

different continents, cultures and competencies. 

R.I.G. pulls from multiple domain experts and can simplify processes and produce outcome based insights 

for a digitally native generation through exceptional customer experiences. 

I will be reaching out to my network as we ramp over the next few months but please do not hesitate to 

call with any requests, ideas or just for a chat. We have an epic network of supporters, partners and 

colleagues and am always very thankful for that. 

We will be doing some Pro Bono work to encourage various groups and excite them about what’s coming 

down the pike for our passion of Engineering – Oil & Gas isn’t going anywhere, Renewable projects are 

ramping fast, technology and simplification software’s are developing at record speed – we just need the 

people and to capture knowledge that is transitioning out. This is a genuine crisis and huge opportunity. 

We are currently looking for a location for this if you want to work with us on that. 

We will also be leveraging skills and creativity for some community work to support people having a 

rough time with all the current change from the last year of change. 

Watch out for vlogs, podcasts, chats, white papers and webinars from the RIG network – get in touch if 

you have a passionate cause to get out there. 

If you are interested in partnering with us as a generalist or specialist consultant, trainer, auditor or 

inspector please drop me a line at mark@radicalingenuity.com 

A ‘launch edition’ introductory rate card is available if you wish to lock in some hours early. 

We are looking forward to a Texas style launch will happen when our appropriate with respect to local 

guidelines. 

Thanks your for your continued support. 

radicalingenuity.com 

#digital #ot #it #safety #inspection #TIC #trusted #partner #connected #integrity #veterans #payitforward 

#HazLoc #AR #IIOT #IOT #consulting #NRTL #CB #NB #CompEx #IECEx #CX #infinitegame #infinte 

#emotionalintelligence #pharma #petrochem #manufacturing #SCADA #DCS #valueengineering  
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